Humanization of an anti-ICAM-1 antibody with over 50-fold affinity and functional improvement.
The monoclonal antibody 1A6 binds to human intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1, CD54) and inhibits infection by 90% of human rhinovirus (HRV) serotypes. To make a therapeutic molecule for preventing and treating HRV infection, we humanized a single chain antibody (scFv), 1A6, by a structure-guided complementarity-determining region (CDR) grafting procedure. Our final humanized 1A6 scFv does not retain any mouse back mutations in the framework. Without changing the CDR sequences, the humanized 1A6 scFv demonstrates over 50-fold improvement in both affinity for ICAM-1 and protection efficacy against HRV infection in vitro.